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A groundbreaking work of Australian military history, The Code-Breakers of Central Bureau tells
the story of the country’s significant code-breaking and signals-intelligence achievements during
the Second World War. It reveals how Australians built a large and sophisticated intelligence
network from scratch, how Australian code-breakers cracked Japanese army and air force
codes, and how the code-breakers played a vital role in the battles of Midway, Milne Bay, the
Coral Sea, Hollandia, and Leyte.The book also reveals Australian involvement in the shooting
down of Admiral Yamamoto near Bougainville in 1943, and how on 14 August 1945, following
Japan’s offer of surrender, an Australian intelligence officer established the Allies’ first direct
radio contact with Japan since the war had begun.This is a rich historical account of a secret
and little-understood side of the war, interwoven with lively personalities and personal stories. It
is the story of Australia’s version of Bletchley Park, of talented and dedicated individuals who
significantly influenced the course of the Pacific War.
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ranks of military officers, on them. Others were corroded beyond recognition. He searched for
more of the buried disks, found many that the chooks had not located, took them inside, cleaned
them up, and arranged them in an album as a personal collection.About 55 years later, Peter Hill
donated them to the local historical society, which was baffled by the disks, what they meant,
and why they had been buried at Chermside.1 The disks belonged to military personnel, but that
was all they seemed to have in common. Some were from the army, some from the navy, and
even those from the same service had different unit memberships. The ranks were all over the
place, including privates, corporals, captains, and lieutenants. The highest-ranking disk was that
of Lieutenant-Colonel Alistair Wallace Sandford. According to the identity disk, the colonel had
two units, Central Bureau and a second unit that seemed to say ‘ASIPS’.Some of the other
names were Victor Lederer (Captain, Central Bureau, born 1914), Don Laidlaw (Captain, Central
Bureau, born 1923), and John Lovell (private, Central Bureau, born 1923). Who were these
people, and what was Central Bureau? Who buried all their identity tags, and why?The answers
are even more interesting than the questions. The people whose wartime identities were buried
in the ground in Chermside had been involved in a large, secret intelligence operation against
the Japanese army in the Second World War that the United States navy was later to declare
had been ‘of immeasurable importance’ in the successful prosecution of the war.When the
Second World War started in 1939, Australia had little expertise in signals intelligence, the field
of espionage devoted to intercepting and making use of the enemy’s own communications
systems to learn their plans and movements. There were no code-breakers, traffic analysts, or
radio-security experts in Australia — in part because Australia was a backwater in the
international espionage game, and in part because Australia relied on Britain to do the dirty work
of intelligence on its behalf.By the end of the war, there were several signals-intelligence
organisations based in Australia, all secret, and all working at full capacity against the Imperial
Japanese forces. The largest and most active of these was Central Bureau, which was based in
Brisbane but had tentacles across northern Australia, the Pacific Ocean, and South-East Asia,
and as far as Luzon in the Philippines. Others were known as the Australian Special Wireless
Group (ASWG), Fleet Radio Unit Melbourne (FRUMEL), Special D Section, and Section 22.This
book tells the story of the emergence of signals intelligence in Australia during the Second
World War, and of the men and women who worked for Central Bureau and other signals
organisations based in Australia. The activities of those people remained secret for decades,
and were never recognised by the Australian government. During the post-war decades, they
were all bound by the Official Secrets Act and forbidden from telling anyone what they had done
during the war. They did not participate in annual ANZAC Day marches for 30 years. For
decades, there was no official acknowledgement of their vital contribution to the war effort.This
intelligence network was made possible due to the help of the Allied powers, particularly the
United States and Britain, who had both been developing their expertise in signals intelligence
for decades.2 Until now, the Australians who contributed have been neglected and ignored, and
their incredible stories and achievements have remained unknown.19391The fires of a distant



warThe Second World War began far from Australia, on a moonlit autumn night in Poland. Before
dawn on the morning of 1 September 1939, a bomb fell from the sky onto the Polish town of
Wieluń, exploding on the All Saints Hospital. More bombs followed, also hitting the hospital,
killing 32 people. Air-raid sirens sounded as the bombs fell like rain, destroying almost all of the
town’s buildings and killing more than 1000 residents.The bombs were being dropped by the
Luftwaffe, the formidable German air force, under the command of Field Marshal Hermann
Goering, as part of a coordinated series of attacks by Germany on Poland. The 32 patients and
staff who died in the All Saints Hospital were the first people killed in the Second World War — a
war that would ultimately cause the deaths of more than 60 million people and wreak
unprecedented devastation.There were no Polish troops in Wieluń, no heavy industries, no
major transportation routes. There was nothing of military value there — only the sleeping
residents, woken by the sounds of explosions and air-raid sirens. The first deaths in the
bloodiest war in history were utterly pointless, even from a military strategic perspective.Within
minutes of the air raid on Wieluń, the German battleship Schleswig-Holstein, anchored in the
harbour near the Polish military garrison of Westerplatte on the Baltic Sea, started shelling the
Polish outpost. German naval infantry troops landed and attempted to storm the garrison. The
fighting at Westerplatte continued into the days ahead until the garrison was seized.As the sun
rose on the first day of September, the German army began a full-scale invasion of Poland with
one million troops. Two days after the start of the invasion, Poland activated its alliance with the
nations of Britain and France, which both declared war on Germany and initiated a naval
blockade of German shipping. Australia, New Zealand, and India declared war on Germany
within hours of Britain doing so.The German army reached the Polish capital, Warsaw, in two
weeks. The day after the Germans encircled the city, Russia began its own invasion of Poland
from the east. Russia and Germany had previously entered into a secret non-aggression pact,
and as part of that pact had made a deal to carve up Poland between them.Germany was in the
grip of a wave of nationalistic fervour and a cult of personality around its charismatic leader,
Adolf Hitler. Fascism was a political movement sweeping Europe that emphasised nationalism,
military strength, and racism, particularly against Jews. Hitler’s Nazi party took fascism to its
limits. Blaming Jews and bankers for many of the problems of ordinary German people, he
promised to restore Germany to the glory it had enjoyed before the First World War. The Nazi
party had its own army, a paramilitary organisation called the Schutzstaffel, usually known as the
SS. Hitler also established a secret police force, the Gestapo, to locate and imprison dissidents.
And now, with the invasion of Poland, Hitler had set Germany on the path to greatness once
more.Hitler was friendly with the leaders of other fascist nations in Europe and elsewhere, but
there were two nations in particular that he bound tightly with Germany in a series of
agreements: Italy and Japan.1 Italy had been ruled by the fascist dictator Benito Mussolini since
1929. Mussolini’s volunteer militia, the ‘Blackshirts’, persecuted political opponents, as did his
secret police force. Japan’s prime minister at the outset of Germany’s invasion of Poland was
Nobuyuki Abe, who had taken the position the day before. Japan’s government was engaged in



a series of crises while the Imperial Japanese Army consolidated its control over the nation
under General Hideki Tojo. Under Tojo’s leadership the army was engaged in military expansion
of its own in East Asia.The three nations were the core of Hitler’s network of alliances known as
the Axis.In opposition to the Axis were Britain, France, Australia, Canada, and other nations,
known as the Allies. The United States would be forced into the war two years later with Japan’s
attack on Pearl Harbor; but, for now, as bombs fell on Wieluń and German tanks rolled across
the Polish border, America did not take sides.Beneath all the upheaval of the beginnings of war,
as troops marched by the millions over borders, as leaders of nations were discarded and new
leaders arose, there was another war — a hidden war for inside intelligence and information —
that had been underway for years.A short drive out of London in the English countryside there is
a large old manor named Bletchley Park, which at the time was the home of the Government
Code and Cipher School (GCCS), a secret organisation dedicated to breaking the codes and
ciphers of other nations and reading their most confidential messages. There, a team led by the
brilliant Alan Turing were trying to crack high-level German diplomatic and military messages
enciphered with a machine known as ‘Enigma’. An ingenious series of cogs and wheels
enciphered each message in such a way that it could only be read with the help of another
Enigma. The team had intercepted plenty of Enigma messages sent to and from German
diplomats and commanders, all of which were unreadable. If Alan Turing’s code-breakers could
read them, the British and their Allies would glean important secret information and gain an edge
in the war.The code-breakers at Bletchley Park also toiled to break lower-level codes of the
German army, navy, and air force, as well as the codes and ciphers of Russia, Italy, and other
nations.There was a Japanese section, too, devoted to breaking and intercepting Japanese
military and diplomatic messages, many of which were collected from radio transmissions in
East Asia, which they called the ‘Far East’. The GCCS had a subsidiary organisation in Hong
Kong, the Far East Combined Bureau, that had been intercepting Japanese military radio
transmissions and breaking Japanese codes for over 10 years, thanks to the work of an
Australian naval officer, Eric Nave.But with war erupting across Europe, work on Japanese
codes was naturally a low priority, and the Japanese section at Bletchley Park was small
compared to the large teams attacking German, Italian, and Russian codes and ciphers.
Decrypting the messages of Japanese generals was less important than trying to read Hitler’s
mail.2Tropical sicknessFour days before the invasion of Poland, a British cruiser, the HMS
Birmingham, sailed into the Seletar naval base in Singapore. The Birmingham had come from
Hong Kong, Britain’s other major military and trading hub in East Asia, bringing with it almost the
entire workforce of a secret British intelligence unit, the Far East Combined Bureau. The unit had
evacuated from Hong Kong because the nearby war between China and Japan was too close
for comfort and had become too much of a threat.Japan was not at war with Britain — not yet —
but was engaged in a protracted war with China, and was winning. The Japanese army had
recently invaded Canton, the Chinese province next to Hong Kong, the Spratly Islands just to the
south, and Hainan to the west, so that Hong Kong itself was now an isolated island surrounded



by Japanese-occupied territory.The Far East Combined Bureau had for some time been
monitoring Japanese radio and diplomatic messages.1 Like Singapore, Hong Kong was British
territory and was unlikely to be attacked by Japan, but even a small risk of the bureau being
captured had been too much for the authorities to accept. Such a capture would enable the
Japanese to learn exactly how much progress the British had made in signals intelligence and in
breaking Japanese codes. It would send the British code-breakers back to square one.One of
the passengers who disembarked from the Birmingham was the Australian Eric Nave, now an
officer in the British Royal Navy. Fifteen years earlier, Nave had established Britain’s first radio-
interception and code-breaking operation in Asia, working from a cabin on a naval ship in
Shanghai. He was the first person to break an Imperial Japanese military code in 1927, and had
since broken numerous low-level and medium-level codes. In Hong Kong, aside from radio
intelligence, he had become involved in more traditional spycraft activities, and became friends
with a British intelligence agent named Ian Fleming — the man who later created the
fictionalised spy James Bond.2Nave, aged forty, was thin, quiet, and neatly dressed. He had
been in the navy all his adult life; at first in the Royal Australian Navy, and subsequently the
British Royal Navy. In the final year of the First World War he enlisted in the Royal Australian
Navy, but was initially rejected (for reasons unknown), and was eventually accepted only on the
condition that he sign up for permanent service. This meant that, unlike most young men who
enlisted during the war, he wouldn’t be demobilised when it finished. Later, stuck in the navy
during peacetime, he studied Japanese, spent two years in Japan attached to the British
embassy studying the Japanese language, and returned as the Royal Australian Navy’s leading
expert on Japan and its language. He was transferred to the British navy in 1923, and joined the
GCCS. Although he was employed by the British, he was the first Australian code-breaker.When
he arrived in Singapore on the Birmingham, Nave was sick, and had been for some time. Earlier
in the year in Hong Kong, he had started having bouts of nausea, diarrhoea, cramps, and
vomiting. The illness recurred, each time with increasing severity, and he spent several long
stints in hospital. As a result, Nave looked far older than his years. The doctors did not know
what was wrong with him, and they could not cure him. In the absence of a diagnosis or a cure,
and with Japanese naval activity at an all-time high, Nave went back to work.He still did not have
a diagnosis, but the hospital trips had yielded one benefit: he had fallen in love with a nurse,
Helena Gray. She was not allowed to travel on the Birmingham, since she was a civilian, but she
made her own way to Singapore. Nave married her within a week of his arrival.Four days later,
on the other side of the world, on the first day of September, the Second World War began.
Germany, under the leadership of Adolf Hitler and his Nazi Party, invaded Poland with one-and-a-
half million troops. German planes bombed Polish towns while 60 German army divisions moved
eastward, no match for the relatively small and poorly armed Polish forces. Within days of the
occupation, France, Britain, and nations of the British Commonwealth such as Canada,
Australia, South Africa, and New Zealand declared war on Germany, and the second Great War
had commenced.As a part of the British Empire, Hong Kong and Singapore were now officially



at war — but with Germany, not Japan. A war was on, but it was in Europe, on the other side of
the globe. Nave and the other code-breakers and traffic analysts at the Far East Combined
Bureau — or FECB, as they called themselves — focussed on Japanese naval movements.The
Japanese consulate encrypted its messages in a code known to the FECB as the ‘LA’ code,
because every encrypted message began with the Japanese syllable ‘LA’. The FECB had long
ago figured out how the LA code worked, and had developed techniques for breaking new
versions. Nave spent most of his time decrypting consular messages in the LA code until a
replacement arrived.A British officer, Hugh Foss, Nave’s mentor and trainer from the GCCS in
England, took over the work on consular messages. Like Nave, Foss was fluent in Japanese and
was a highly skilled cryptanalyst. With Foss taking care of the LA code, Nave returned to what he
knew best: Japanese naval radio messages.Work on such messages was about to ramp up
significantly. In early September, another British agent from the GCCS, Malcolm Burnett, arrived
in Singapore. He brought with him important information about the Japanese navy’s new code.
The Americans called it JN-25 (short for ‘Japanese Naval Code 25’), but apparently had not
managed to break it. Back in England, at Bletchley Park, a team of analysts, including Burnett
and led by John Tiltman, had not only figured out how JN-25 worked, but had devised a method
for breaking it. The method was neither easy nor quick, but it meant they could chip away at the
code, message by message and piece by piece.Nave and his colleagues could not decrypt
JN-25 messages. Not yet. But they understood several other Japanese naval codes, and
provided the Singapore commanders with continuing, detailed briefings of Japanese navy
activity.The Far East Combined Bureau was, in theory, just one of many sources of information
available to the commanders regarding foreign powers such as Japan. But British intelligence
was so meagre and poorly run in East Asia that it was almost worthless. As a result, the code-
breakers were in reality the main source of reliable information for the British. Unfortunately, most
British military commanders in Asia did not understand how good the signals-intelligence
analysts like Nave were. They did not fully appreciate the value of the intelligence they got, and
did not pay sufficient heed to their warnings.It was clear to everyone at the bureau monitoring
the daily radio traffic, and as a result completely immersed in the day-to-day activities of the
Imperial Japanese Navy, that the threat of Japan was real and growing. Japan’s military
dominance of East Asia was almost total and was expanding southwards, ever closer to
Singapore.The bureau picked up information about a landing of Japanese troops on the coast of
Cambodia that had just taken place, but were not sure of the exact location. Nave and the
commanding officer of the FECB, Captain Wylie, decided that, at a minimum, this warranted
reconnaissance flights around the area, to try to find out more about what the Japanese army
was up to. Where exactly had the army landed? It would be good to know.Nave and Wylie visited
the air marshal. They explained what they had discovered, and suggested he send a
reconnaissance plane over to Cambodia. The air marshal replied that he would like to do so, but
alas, there were no planes available. He then added that, yes, there was one plane available, but
unfortunately it was far too slow and ‘would probably be shot down’.No planes were sent.The



military establishment recognised that Japan was a threat, but in an abstract, ‘we’ve seen all this
before’ kind of way. The British Empire was at the height of its extent and powers. After four
centuries of colonisation, expansion, and conquest, it was the most extensive empire that the
world had ever seen. It was a supremely prosperous military superpower with interests across
the world, including the wealthy trading ports of Singapore and Hong Kong, which it had
transformed over the decades from small, undeveloped harbours to trading powerhouses. It had
seen rivals come and go.In short, the British military establishment was complacent. They knew
that Japan was conquering China and nearby territories, but China’s army in 1939 was small,
and poorly trained and armed. They felt that Japan would not dare take on the British Empire,
and if it did, it would lose.One officer in Malaya, the British territory to the north of Singapore,
was preparing his troops for the possibility of a future war with Japan. He said to Air Chief
Marshal Sir Henry Brooke-Popham, the head of British military in Singapore, ‘I do hope, Sir, we
are not getting too strong in Malaya, because, if so, the Japanese may never attempt a landing.’
Heaven forbid that his soldiers not have an opportunity to face those upstarts from the north.
Another regimental commander was famously heard to say of his troops, ‘Don’t you think they
are worthy of some better enemy than the Japanese?’3Singapore was multicultural, but it had a
stratified caste society, with Europeans, and particularly the British, at the top. All British
residents had servants, regardless of their class background back home. The British spent their
days working in downtown offices, and their evenings attending the cinema, going for night-time
strolls along the harbour, and socialising at exclusive venues such as the legendary Raffles
nightclub. Singapore’s Chinatown, by contrast, was a slum teeming with the activity of markets,
rickshaws, and alleyways.4For Nave and his colleagues at the FECB, the mood around them
jarred with the shifting geopolitical landscape to the north. These changes were barely noticed
by the local population, with their light-hearted optimism about the empire that protected them.
At the FECB, poring over the constant stream of radio transmissions, team members were
immersed in their study of the rise of a new and very different empire. They spent their days
tracking army and navy units around Asia and the Pacific Ocean. It was not any single radio
signal, or the contents of any specific message, that caused them alarm, so much as the
overwhelming weight of the patterns of movement, the tone of the correspondence, the arrival of
new ships and new army units, and the sheer amount of activity that seemed to increase with
every passing week. The conclusion was inescapable.Nave kept working, but his illness was
wrecking his body. He was thin and weak, and in pain. He was admitted to Johore Hospital,
where he was subjected to a litany of tests. After questioning Nave at length, the hospital’s
senior surgeon made a diagnosis: ‘No doubt about it. Sprue.’5 There was no cure for sprue, and
his condition was chronic and deteriorating. Normally, someone as sick as this would be
‘invalided’ and sent home, but Nave couldn’t be replaced, so he had to stay.The head of the
bureau, Captain F. J. Wylie, compromised and gave him permission to take three months’ leave
in Australia. 6 Helen and Eric Nave boarded a ship bound for Australia in January 1940, hoping
that Nave’s holiday might be more permanent than Captain Wylie intended.19403Code ClubIn



January 1940, Professor Thomas Room, head of the mathematics department at the University
of Sydney, received an invitation to meet confidentially with the army’s chief of staff at the nearby
Victoria Barracks. When he arrived for the meeting, the chief, Lieutenant General Ernest Ker
Squires, made a surprising and curious suggestion. Squires asked the professor if he would like
to start up a code-breaking club with some of his fellow academics at the university. Squires
added that it would be better to meet at the barracks than on campus. It would draw less
attention, and if they made much progress the army could offer certain resources.Squires knew
nothing about code-breaking himself, and so could offer little detail about what Room should do
next, other than to impress upon him that the army wanted someone local to learn code-
breaking. Although Room was a mathematician, cryptanalysis — the discipline of breaking
codes and ciphers — was hardly his speciality. His thing was geometry.Thomas Gerald Room
was a friendly but somewhat shy man who always spoke in a formal, correct manner, even in
casual settings. He had arrived in Australia from Cambridge, England, five years earlier to take
up a professorship at the University of Sydney’s mathematics department, which at the time
comprised five staff, including two temporary assistant professors.1A devout Christian, he joined
the Student Christian Movement, and through that campus club met Jessica Bannerman, an
Australian arts graduate. They married in 1937 and bought a house in St Ives on the city’s north
shore. In 1938, he published a book, The Geometry of Determinantal Loci, a magnum opus that
had taken him several years to write.Professor Room pondered who among his colleagues he
should approach to start a weekend code-breaking club. After some consideration, he invited
only one other faculty member — his close friend Dicky Lyons. Since moving to Sydney, he and
Richard Lyons had formed a friendship around two common interests: mathematics and sailing.
They spent their summer weekends together yachting on Sydney harbour.2 It was a somewhat
uneven friendship because Lyons, a less accomplished scholar, was in awe of Room’s
mathematical talent and achievements.The two academics went to Victoria Barracks, where
they were allocated a private place, and started teaching themselves cryptanalysis. The
university library had a copy of The Black Chamber, their most likely starting point.The Black
Chamber was written by Herbert Yardley, a code-breaker for the United States navy until 1929.
Yardley’s book described in detail how his United States’ code-breaking unit — dubbed ‘The
Black Chamber’ — decrypted Japanese diplomatic messages during the Washington Peace
Conference of 1921 and by doing so learned Japan’s negotiating strategy at the conference. The
result was that the final deal restricted Japanese naval expansion to the greatest degree
possible, tethering them to a ratio of 5:5:3 against the navies of the United States and Britain.
Yardley’s book provided numerous insights into the workings of codes and ciphers, as well as its
role in modern-day intelligence.3In 1929, the United States’ president, Herbert Hoover,
appointed Henry L. Stimson as secretary of war. When shown the contents of decrypted
diplomatic messages of other nations, Stimson was appalled. To his sensibilities, the work of
Yardley’s Black Chamber was underhanded, secretive, and immoral, and not the sort of thing
that civilised nations did. Stimson ordered that the Black Chamber be closed down immediately



because, in his words, ‘Gentlemen do not read each others’ mail.’Turfed out of his job, Yardley
got his revenge with the publication of The Black Chamber, blowing the lid on American
cryptanalysis activities against Japan in the process, and providing the ideal introductory
textbook to the art of code-breaking for two mathematics professors in Sydney.After learning the
basics, the two professors were ready to practise and hone their newfound skills. The army’s
chief of staff was happy to help, and they were provided with sample material to get them
started. At first they were given exercises with simple, low-level codes in Japanese. Once they
had sharpened their teeth on these easy problems, the army gave them some messages in the
so-called LA diplomatic code.The professors were not told where these practice messages
came from, but the LA code messages weren’t just toy puzzles. They were real Japanese
consular messages that had been intercepted by an army station at Park Orchards near
Melbourne.The Australian army had recently made the decision to try to build local expertise in
making codes (known as cryptography) and in breaking codes (cryptanalysis). They first tried to
do it in-house, establishing a small team of army personnel, but the progress of the unit was
slow and disappointing. Their contacts in Singapore at the Far East Combined Bureau
suggested that they follow the model of the GCCS in Britain and to try to recruit some ‘professor
types’.Room and Lyons couldn’t speak Japanese, but, since they were dealing with coded
Japanese messages, they needed to learn. They took courses in Japanese from Margaret Lake,
a lecturer at the teachers’ college on the university campus. Lake was an excellent teacher, and
they made rapid progress.4After their initial forays into code-breaking, and with the
encouragement of the chief of staff, they sought to expand their circle, and approached the
university’s two classics professors, Trendall and Treweek, to join their secret club.Athanasius
Treweek had been a member of the Sydney University Regiment for years, and was a captain in
the field artillery. Treweek had long believed that war between Japan and Australia was
inevitable, and had been learning Japanese since 1937 in preparation for it.Arthur Dale Trendall
was a New Zealander who had been in Australia for two years. Fluent in Greek and Italian, he
was an expert in fourth-century Greek vases, and had a growing international reputation as a
classical scholar.Trendall was renowned for his uncanny intuitive judgement when inspecting a
new classical item. Richard Johnson, in one of several obituaries after Trendall’s death in 1995,
said of him,Trendall had a phenomenal visual memory; he could look at a vase he had never
seen before and place it to an obscure painter or school which he had last seen years
previously, on the basis of the stylistic similarities. When one considers that about 20,000 vases
of the period are known, and he knew every one, the magnitude of the memory may be
appreciated. Nor, of course, was it only memory; he had an eye for style and for details of
execution which enabled him to produce his great classificatory collections: Paestan,
Campanian, Apulian, Lucanian, Sicilian.5This ability to see patterns and connections in ancient
vases seemed to translate rather well to the art of code-breaking. While the mathematicians
worked on theoretical solutions, Trendall described this ability years later to the historian Des
Ball, telling him, ‘You get a feeling for it. Your eye lights up on something, and … bang.’6In fact,



Trendall considered the intuitive approach to code-breaking to be far superior to the
mathematical, analytical approach — in part because real messages were incomplete, or
contained errors made either by the sender or the interceptor who transcribed it. These messy,
error-ridden messages were called garbles in the cryptanalytical trade. Garbles were a
diabolical problem for the mathematicians, but Trendall could quickly see beyond the chaos of
the garble to the ordered pattern of the message below.7They met at the barracks on weekends,
where the army provided them with a steady stream of cryptanalytical puzzles, all of which were
real, intercepted Japanese messages. Quite quickly, they broke the LA code, a Japanese
consular code. Trendall boasted that breaking the LA code was ‘child’s play’.The chief of staff
came to them with a different kind of code-breaking task in September. He explained to them
that the army censor had come across suspicious correspondence, and wanted them to
investigate. A letter from a British officer stationed in China to the wife of a senior air force officer
in Melbourne contained curious patterns of dots on a newspaper clipping that came with the
letter. The officer and his wife had recently been living in China themselves, having returned to
Australia in July, so it was possible that one or both of them had made foreign connections
before returning home. And, adding to the suspicion, the letter had been sent first to another
woman in Sydney, who had then forwarded it to the woman in Melbourne. The army was worried
that the dots were a code being used to engage in espionage. The chief of staff handed them
the correspondence in question and left them to it.The professors studied the letters and the
clipping. There were indeed patterns of dots in the margins, and it was clear that the dots were
some kind of code. They dubbed it the ‘Dot Code’. Before long, they had broken it.The secret
message began: ‘Ever think of Cathay? Blissful afternoons with precious naked in my arms.’ It
then got quite lurid and explicit before ending with the line, ‘Many kisses, much love.’8One thing
was clear. The secrets of the nation were safe from this pair. They weren’t engaged in
espionage; they were having an affair.9Room recommended that the army let the mail through to
the lovers, but that it add a series of dots on the outside envelope in a Dot Code message that
said, ‘Careful! — The Censor’.There is no record of whether the army took the professors’
suggestion seriously.104Sailor JackThere was a sign saying ‘Artillery’ at the Sydney recruiting
depot, with a bench below it. Alan Flannery sat on the bench and waited. He wanted to enlist,
and had chosen Artillery because most of the other young men from Manly had enlisted in that
particular corps. Flannery expected that after signing up he would join them at the nearby
training grounds. It did not work out that way.After some time, a lieutenant approached him and
said, ‘I’m recruiting for Signals today. Would you like to join Signals?’ Flannery’s main concern
was that he might not be enlisted into the infantry, so, with no sign of interest from the Artillery
recruiters, he said, ‘Yes.’The officer, Lieutenant Arthur G. Henry, was looking for anyone who
knew something about radios or Morse code. Alan Flannery, whose job was to operate movie
reels in a local cinema, had listed his profession as ‘operator’. Lieutenant Henry, it seems, had
mistakenly thought he was a Morse code operator such as could be found working for the post
office; his interview was simply too rushed to disabuse him of the error. After enlisting Flannery



into the Third Signals Company, Lieutenant Henry assigned him to Four Special Wireless
Section, and ordered him to report to the Melbourne Showgrounds two weeks later. Flannery
was dismayed, as he had hoped to remain near Sydney, at least for the duration of his training.
There were more surprises in store for him and the seventy-odd other new members of Four
Special Wireless Section, because, as they would soon learn, the section was not an ordinary
signals unit.At the Melbourne Showgrounds in Caulfield, the newly enlisted members of the
section were introduced to their new commanding officer, Captain Jack Ryan, otherwise known
as ‘Sailor Jack’, ‘Uncle Jack’, or sometimes ‘The Skipper’. Ryan informed them that their work
was ‘hush hush’, not to be discussed with anyone outside the section, either then or ever. That
included other army signals units.Jack Ryan was, as one person described him, ‘a chunky
bulldog of a man’.1 Aged 41, he was a veteran of the First World War, having served as a
wireless operator on the HMAS Sydney. Then aged 16, he was the youngest member of the
crew when it sank the German raider the Emden in the Battle of Cocos.2 After the First World
War, he became chief engineer for Melbourne radio station 3AW, while maintaining a
membership of the Naval Reserves.3 Upon the outbreak of the Second World War, he tried to
enlist once more, but was rejected as being too old. Instead, he ran training courses for the
Signals Training Battalion at Mount Martha, south of Melbourne. In early 1940, an advertisement
caught his eye: the army was looking for militia officers who had had experience as naval
wireless officers. The advertisement said that they would consider applicants of any age.And so
it was that Ryan was appointed the officer in charge of a new section, Four Special Wireless
Section. Two other navy veterans successfully applied and were appointed as his lieutenants:
Arthur Geddes Henry and William Fitzmaurice Hill. Before the war, Henry had been in charge of
communications for the New South Wales Railways, while Hill had worked for the Australian
Broadcasting Commission. (Since television had not yet been invented, the ABC was only
involved in radio at the time.)4 It was up to the three of them to locate and recruit suitable
members for Four Special Wireless Section. They took men of any age who were willing to
serve, and who had either knowledge of or an aptitude for the various skills needed for a signals
unit, such as interest in amateur radio (known as ham radio), expertise in electric circuits, a
knowledge of Morse code, or fluency in German.They recruited men across a wide spread of
ages. Ron Baines was 16, having lied about his age on the application form to meet the
minimum cut-off, while Harry Ackling was over 60, having also lied about his age to meet the cut-
off at the other end. John Butler, a public servant with the tax department who also happened to
be a proficient Morse operator, recalled how the unit also varied in background: ‘In occupations
we had farmers, public servants, businessmen, bank officers, actors, script writers, PMG [Post
Master General] telegraphists and linesmen, policemen, wharf labourers and
rouseabouts.’5Stanley Robert Irving Clark was also among those standing to attention before
Ryan at the showgrounds. Aged 39, Stan Clark had been selected by the army for this unit
because he also worked for a radio station, Melbourne’s 3DB. But unlike Ryan and his
lieutenants, he was not an engineer. He was a program manager and scriptwriter, whose



passion was modern music. Clark chose the playlists for the radio station, and also wrote a
children’s radio show called ‘Teenie Weenies’.6The younger soldiers nicknamed him ‘Pappy’
because of his prematurely grey hair.7 Despite starting with no technical background, Pappy
Clark was to demonstrate a natural flair for signals intelligence in the war years ahead.They
moved to the army’s signals-training camp near Seymour in central Victoria, where they were
meant to be issued with standard uniforms. However, due to shortages, there weren’t enough to
go around. Instead, many of them were issued with second-hand uniforms from the First World
War. John Butler’s great coat even had a hole in it, which he preferred to believe was from a
cigarette burn rather than a bullet.8The mess huts, which doubled as training rooms, had
hessian walls, offering scant protection against the Victorian winter. From the start, Ryan
subjected them to endless marches, parades, and drills, along with signals training, gruffly
telling them on numerous occasions that he intended them to be ‘soldiers first and operators
second’.There were several other units scattered over the grounds at Seymour also going
through training. Unlike Sailor Jack Ryan’s section, these were regular signals units that would
soon be running the day-to-day communications needs of the army. Not all signals units were
involved in ‘special signals’, like Four Special Wireless Section was. Then, as now, military
forces needed communication experts to transmit messages between units and around the
battlefield, and for commanders to liaise and coordinate their actions. Signals specialists were
the people who made this happen. The difference with Four Special Wireless Section was that
instead of sending and receiving messages from their own side, they were only interested in
messages sent by the enemy.These other signals units shunned Captain Ryan’s Special
Wireless Section. They knew that it was somehow different from the other sections, and were
suspicious of its activities. Rumour had it that Ryan’s men were engaged in ‘snooping’ —
monitoring the activity of other signals personnel, looking for infractions or misbehaviour. Neither
Ryan nor his trainees corrected this misperception. They were not allowed to. After all, their work
was ‘hush hush’.9Modern radio stations can broadcast music, voices, and any other mixture of
sounds, but the very first radios could not do this. Those early machines could only send a
single tone, like an unchanging musical note — the only variation being the starts and stops of
the tone. To send messages with radio, Morse code was used. In Morse code, all the letters of
the alphabet can be sent or written as dots or dashes. For instance, the letter A is a dot and a
dash, like this: • —The most famous and well-known Morse message is ‘SOS’. The letter S is
three dots, and O is three dashes, so the Morse version of SOS is • • • — — — • • •Morse code
can be sent over radio by using a series of beeps. A tone that goes for a long time before being
cut off (‘beeeeeeeeeep’) is a dash; a short burst (‘beep’) is a dot. Accordingly, a string of long
beeps and short beeps can spell out a message in Morse code. Radio operators used a little
metal key on the table that, when tapped, closed an electric circuit and sent out a tone on the
radio. In this way, pressing and releasing the key, they could ‘tap out’ messages to each
other.The warring European nations made extensive use of radio operators with Morse keys,
particularly when, as occurred in many cases, other lines of communication such as telegraph



lines had been cut or destroyed.Almost as soon as radio came into widespread use, radio
intelligence quickly followed: the skill of listening to the enemy’s radio signals, and using that to
guide strategy against them, rapidly developed. However, the trouble with radio messages is
that when you broadcast on your transmitter, anyone else — not just the intended recipient —
with a radio receiver that’s tuned in to the right frequency can pick it up and listen in.
Eavesdropping in this way is known as ‘intercepting’ a radio message. Unlike the interception of
physical messages, the radio transmission is not disrupted (although there are ways of doing
that, too). The recipient still hears the message, but so does the interceptor.The other signals
trainees learned how to send and receive Morse code, the benchmark for operational duty being
25 words per minute. But Ryan’s section did not need to practise sending in Morse, as their task
was specifically to detect and transcribe Morse code messages sent by the enemy. They would
not be sending messages back in response.Some trainees dropped out, and were not replaced.
In December, all the units in Seymour, which together were designated the Third Signals
Battalion, were given their operational orders. They sailed by troop ship to El Amiriya in Egypt.
The other signals companies were deployed in North Africa, where Allied forces were fighting
the Italian army.Four Special Wireless Section were sent to Heliopolis for additional training from
British intelligence officers. There, they learned the details of German and Italian message
procedures, and conducted daily drills in breaking down the components of German and Italian
messages. They learned how to set up and use direction-finding equipment (often referred to as
just ‘D/F’), to identify the location of an enemy radio source. Those who were designated as
operators practised transcribing Morse code in a foreign language. The engineers in the section
learned, and practised, the setting up and maintenance of antennas and high-frequency
receivers.From Egypt, they moved to Lebanon, and then in March were sent to Greece. The
German army was threatening to advance southwards through Macedonia, and Greece was at
risk of invasion. British forces were occupied in their homeland and across Africa, so those
Australian and New Zealand Forces that were not already engaged in North Africa were given
the job of defending Greece.19415A wireless unit in GreeceGeoffrey Ballard, aged 24 when he
enlisted, was a committed Christian who had considered becoming a church minister. Unlike
most Australian recruits, this was not his first trip to Europe. It was Ballard’s experiences four
years earlier, travelling around Europe, and particularly Italy and Germany, that motivated him to
join the army. The evils of fascism, he reasoned, outweighed the evils of killing in wartime.In Italy,
he had seen ‘strutting troops everywhere’, and a wall depicting the ‘New Roman Empire’ that
showed Italian-controlled territories around the world. Ethiopia was a new addition to the wall,
having recently been annexed by Italy. Ballard noted darkly that the map-makers had left lots of
space on the wall for further additions.As he travelled through Germany, he saw first-hand the
fever of Nazism that was gripping the country. Shopkeepers said ‘Heil Hitler’ to their clientele.
Swastikas, the Nazi flag, were commonplace. He happened to be in Berlin on Hitler’s birthday,
where an elaborate parade took place. Marching soldiers, tanks, military cars, and then more
troops came in an endless procession through the lightly falling snow, while the excitement of



onlookers in the crowd was palpable. Men and women were calling out ‘Der Fuhrer!’ in
expectation, and when Hitler himself finally appeared at the end of the parade, a forest of arms
shot up all around him, giving the Nazi salute of an outstretched straight arm, with the hand flat,
palm down.1When the recruitment officer in Melbourne asked if he had any preferences for
areas of specialisation, Ballard asked to be assigned to intelligence. He was hopeful of getting
such an assignment, in part because he could speak German, but instead was assigned to the
Australian army’s 7th Division as an orderly.The 7th Division travelled on the Mauretania, a
commandeered passenger ship, to Suez in Egypt, and from there moved by train to Palestine.
After two months at a military base, Ballard was given orders to report to Corps Headquarters in
Egypt with another Australian soldier, Don Inglis. They were driven to a large Australian camp
about 20 miles south of Alexandria. There, they were sent to the officer’s mess to meet Colonel
John D. Rogers, the director of military intelligence. Rogers took them for a walk about 100
metres across the sand, out of earshot, where he stopped and interviewed them.Rogers asked
Ballard if he could speak German. ‘Yes, Sir,’ he said. And if he heard two German pilots in
conversation over the radio, would he understand what they said? ‘Yes, Sir,’ Ballard replied
confidently. Rogers told him that they would undergo intelligence training with the British, and
from there they would be sent to Greece.Geoff Ballard and Don Inglis were then transported to
Heliopolis, where they were given two days’ instruction in signals intelligence at the local
museum.2 British officers taught Ballard the basics of making codes and breaking them. They
taught Don Inglis the basics of traffic analysis, the art of understanding the enemy from the
messages being sent and received, even if those messages couldn’t be read.The science of
understanding an enemy from its messages is known as signals intelligence, often just called
‘sigint’. Code-breakers, or, more correctly, cryptanalysts, try to break the enemy’s codes and
ciphers in order to read its encrypted messages. But even if the codes and ciphers can’t be
broken, insights into the enemy’s mind can still be gained from the radio signals themselves.
Traffic analysis is the study of the ebb and flow of messages between the enemy’s units. Much
can be learned about the enemy just by keeping track of who is sending messages, and who is
receiving them.Ballard’s and Inglis’s whirlwind introduction to sigint was not meant to get them
up to speed on this complex art, but only to get them started. They would have plenty of on-the-
job learning opportunities. With their crash courses now complete, they were made corporals,
taken to the Alexandria docks, and put on a troop ship to Greece, where they joined an
Australian signals unit, Four Special Wireless Section, camped in the mountains to the
north.They arrived at the encampment of the section and reported to the commanding officer,
Captain Jack Ryan. After cursory introductions, Ryan explained to Ballard and Inglis that they
would be part of the section’s I unit, its intelligence team, but that, sadly, the section did not yet
have an I officer, and so there was nobody to run the I unit. However, that would all change soon,
Ryan told them. He had been informed that ‘Mister Sandford’, an Australian intelligence officer
with the required expertise, would also be joining them ‘any day now’.In the meantime, Ryan told
them, there was an experienced British signals unit nearby, 101 Section, in the hills outside



Elassona, and arrangements had been made between the British and Australian armies for 101
Section to train Ryan’s I personnel.Each day, Ballard and Inglis would travel to Elassona and
work with the British unit in a disused mosque. Another member of the section, Eddy Kelson,
would go, too. Kelson was a German Jew who had fled his home country to escape the Nazis.
His fluency in both German and English was an invaluable asset.The British sigint officers taught
them more advanced theory and practice for each of their respective areas of expertise. Every
evening they returned with new techniques and information. Although they did not know it,
Ballard, Inglis, Kelson, and the handful of other individuals in the small unit of Ryan’s section
were the only Australian signals-intelligence unit engaged in the war against the Axis
powers.The young sigint trainees monitored the march of German forces through Yugoslavia
from the GCCS base inside the concrete mosque. The aerials picked up radio traffic from the
north as well as across the Mediterranean, where they learned about Allied losses before their
commanding officers did.Eddie Kelson would report on events coming through on his radio
receiver. However, with the German units moving so quickly and with the war now spreading
across the entire region, the signals came from all directions, and he had no idea where those
events were occurring.‘There’s a tank battle taking place somewhere,’ he announced on one
occasion. ‘There are reports of Panzers in action!’ The location of the tank battle he had
identified was a mystery.As the enemy came closer, the peaceful, rustic environment changed.
Refugees came spilling southwards, escaping the advance of the Nazis.That all changed with a
hand-delivered message for Captain Ryan marked ‘Top Secret,’ informing him that the ANZAC
forces planned to withdraw from Greece and that his section had to evacuate immediately.
Events that evening demonstrated how urgent the situation was. Captain Ryan was taking a late-
afternoon shower when artillery gunners arrived, making their way through the campsite and
allocating positions to defend against the oncoming Nazi army.They packed up their equipment
and headed south to the coast. German planes strafed and bombed them, destroying their
vehicles and forcing them to continue on foot. In Athens, they boarded the last departing ship for
Cairo, the Else, a Greek passenger ship.The Else, packed with as many passengers as could fit,
including soldiers and civilians, pulled out from Port Pireaus and lumbered southwards into the
Mediterranean Sea as Greece fell under total Nazi control.6A purple jacket on CreteThe Else
and its passengers never made it to Cairo. Instead, the ship sailed to the island of Crete. The
Else sailed into Souda Bay on the island’s north, where smoked billowed from a British tanker
that had been bombed by German planes. Nearby was a British Royal Navy ship that had also
been attacked. It was left crippled, unable to sail, sitting in the shallow bay like a sitting duck. But
its guns were still operational, and still manned by British sailors, waiting to defend the ship
against further attacks from the air. All Australian soldiers on board were ordered to disembark
the Else. Once the troops had left the ship, carrying what supplies they had salvaged from
Greece onto the Souda Bay wharf, the Else pulled out to sea again and disappeared.As they
walked from the wharf into the township, they were taken by surprise by an air raid. Several
German fighter planes swooped down, flying with the sun directly behind them, blinding the



Australians to their attackers. The planes strafed the docks as the soldiers of Four Special
Wireless Section disembarked, forcing them to take cover. The attacking planes disappeared as
quickly as they had come.The soldiers’ unexpected arrival in Crete was part of a hasty
mobilisation of British and ANZAC forces onto the island. The Allies controlled Crete for now, but
had reason to believe that it was the next target of the advancing Axis forces from the north.
Hitler had, in fact, decided to invade Crete, because he was preparing an offensive against
Russia and did not want the Allies using the island as a base to attack his oil reserves in
Romania.1The section initially set up camp in an olive orchard on the outskirts of the town of
Chanea, but their location must have been given away, because German planes took to
bombing and strafing the orchard on a regular basis. The section moved camp closer to
Chanea, to the top of a hill overlooking the town. There, they found an empty concrete water
tank, which made an ideal bunker. They covered and camouflaged the water tank, and set up
their radio-intercept equipment inside.General Bernard Freyberg, a New Zealand army
commander, arrived at the end of April, and was immediately placed in charge of the defence of
Crete, taking over from Group Captain George Beamish of the Royal Air Force. This news
cheered the troops on the island, as Freyberg’s exploits as a soldier of war were legendary. But
with the haphazard way the forces had been quickly sent, Freyberg found himself in charge of
disorganised and poorly equipped troops. The units had left their heavy arms and most of their
equipment behind in Greece. The air defences were woefully inadequate, with no fighter
protection at all. He had no support staff, and the only trained intelligence staff among the
soldiers on Crete were the I section of the Australian unit, Four Special Wireless Section, on top
of the hill. Freyberg recruited anyone who seemed suitable as support personnel, and
established his headquarters in a quarry near Chanea, below the hill where Four Special
Wireless Section was esconced.2 He named his new headquarters ‘Creforce HQ’.Freyberg was
appointed commander by General Sir Archibald Wavell, who was making a brief visit to Crete
when Freyberg arrived. Before departing back to Cairo, Wavell explained to Freyberg that he
would be assisted with a new kind of intelligence called ‘Ultra’, which was so secret that
Freyberg could tell nobody about it. Any message that contained Ultra would merely say that the
information had come from a ‘most reliable source’.Wavell told Freyberg that Ultra information
came from a high-level spy in Greece, but this was a lie.3 Ultra was coming from Bletchley Park
in England, where, a few weeks earlier, Alan Turing and his team had broken the German’s
Enigma cipher.The so-called Enigma machine was an advanced cipher system, using an
elaborately modified typewriter. As a message was typed, all the letters and numbers were
displayed with lights above the keys, and the machine would convert each key pressed into a
different one. (For example, BERLIN might be displayed in the lights as IDTMRP.) The only way
to retrieve the message was to type it back into an Enigma machine with the appropriate settings
to reverse the cipher. What made the Enigma machine diabolical was that it had a complicated
system of cogs and wheels inside, so that every time a key was pressed, the cogs would move
and the settings would change; this meant that if the key was pressed or typed a second time, a



different enciphered message would result. The letters of the message changed the cipher,
letter by letter, as it was being entered. The cogs could easily be swapped and replaced with
different-sized ones, so there was a stupendously large number of possible settings. The
operator recovering the signal would need both an Enigma machine and the current settings in
order to extract the message.Breaking the Enigma cipher was a monumental feat, and possibly
one that changed the outcome of the war. The Enigma machine was so complex and secure that
the Germans were sure that nobody could break it. As a result, they blithely sent messages back
and forth that revealed their plans in great detail, confident that the enemy would never read
those messages.But from March 1941 onwards, the British were reading their Enigma-encoded
messages. This was thanks, in part, to the brilliance of the Allied code-breakers such as Alan
Turing, and to earlier work on Enigma by Polish agents. Allied generals now had access to a new
kind of intelligence to help them make their plans. The British were calling this new kind of
information ‘Ultra’ because it was ‘Ultra Top Secret’. Later in the war, the Americans also
adopted the word ‘Ultra’ to describe intelligence from decrypted enemy signals.Before Freyberg
arrived, Ultra messages from headquarters to Crete were sent to Group Captain George
Beamish, who was in command of the Royal Air Force on the island. Beamish was not trained in
intelligence, but there have been some suggestions that Beamish continued to play a role as a
liaison officer, assisting Freyberg with the receipt of Ultra while they waited for a specialist
intelligence officer to arrive from Cairo.4At the water tank at the top of the hill, Captain Ryan
continued to assure Four Special Wireless Section, with increasing conviction, that ‘Mister
Sandford’ would join them any day.Lieutenant Alistair Wallace Sandford, their new chief
intelligence officer, finally arrived on 18 May. He had trained with British intelligence in Cairo, and
had been an intelligence officer since February.5 He brought with him German codebooks, as
well as instructions from Middle East headquarters that the section was to discontinue its
existing work and focus entirely on working for, and reporting directly to, Freyberg’s
headquarters, doing ‘tactical work’.6That evening, Captain Ryan organised a parade for the
section. Lieutenant Sandford arrived, wearing a bright claret-coloured jacket. It was striking and
out of place, and Ryan was not impressed. After parade, when the officers dined together, they
offered the newcomer a drink of wine. Sandford inspected it, and was appalled. He said to them,
‘Crete abounds with noble wines, and you’re content with this hogwash? I’ll go into town
tomorrow and buy something drinkable.’7 The next day, he did as he said, venturing down to
Chanea and returning with local wine.The jacket and the wine were only the start. He had ideas
for improving the officers’ mess, such as hanging curtains on the walls and using tablecloths.
When someone muttered sardonically that ‘There’s a war on,’ he responded, ‘Even so, old boy,
there’s no need to live in squalor.’ He had a sense of style, and spoke, as Lieutenant Hill put it, ‘in
a dandified way’. They nicknamed him ‘The Scarlet Pimpernel’.Lieutenant Hill recalled of
Sandford,None of his equipment was uniform. He deplored regimentation. He said he didn’t see
why individuality should be suppressed, and made to conform to a common, very common,
pattern.In short, he was somewhat out of place as an officer in the war-toughened Australian



Signal Section. But as events were to prove, he was completely fearless and so in the end we
accepted him as a brother in arms.8Sandford’s lack of conformity was not a demonstration of a
lack of social awareness, but of a complete lack of fear of the opinions of others. Similarly, he
had no fear of the enemy; or at least, if he did, he never demonstrated it. A particularly striking
instance of this occurred much later in Egypt during an air raid, when the section was hiding
from the raid in a bunker below ground. Sandford brandished his rifle, headed outside, and
strode the open streets of Cairo, firing into the air at German planes overhead.9Within a short
time, the nickname ‘The Scarlet Pimpernel’ was forgotten, and he was simply known as ‘Mic’, a
name that stayed with him until the end of the war.Given his flamboyant manner and his sense of
style, some of the troops of Four Special Wireless Section wondered aloud about the possibility
that he was a ‘poof’. Their suspicions were correct. Sandford was gay, and it soon became clear
that he made no pretence otherwise — again, because he really did not care. The opinion of
other servicemen, whether lower or higher in rank, concerned him less than bombs from
German air raids. Given Sandford’s promotion later in the war to lieutenant-colonel, he was
probably the first openly gay officer of that rank or higher to have served in the Australian military
forces. However, given the nature of his work, his war record and everything he did during the
war was kept secret for decades afterwards. And thus the fact that a high-ranking officer was a
flamboyant homosexual also remained a secret for the same length of time — perhaps
conveniently for the army.Sandford’s arrival meant that the section was now operationally
complete. With his expertise, and now possessing the latest German codebooks, the section
was able to intercept and read coded enemy radio messages, which they passed on to
headquarters at the bottom of the hill. Within a week of Sandford’s arrival, Freyberg had noticed
a marked increase in efficiency of his intelligence staff, including the provision of a detailed
report on enemy dispositions.10From their vantage point high on the north coast of the island,
they were picking up large numbers of radio messages from the German forces in Greece and
the northern Mediterranean. One of the German units they were listening to and tracking was
moving from location to location, and seemed to be involved in the preparations for the
impending German attack on Crete. When, one day, they heard the German radio operator say
in German a phrase that translated as ‘Goodbye, landlubber!’, that was all they needed. The
radio signals they had been listening to were coming from a seaborne German assault fleet
headed for Crete.Besides being an intelligence officer for the wireless section, Sandford was
also the new Ultra liaison officer that Freyberg had been promised. Sandford’s second role has
been obscured subsequently, in part due to the secrecy surrounding Four Special Wireless
Section, and in part due to a typographical error. In 1991, in Crete: the battle and the resistance,
his influential book about Crete during the Second World War, the historian Antony Beevor
named Sandford as the Ultra liaison officer,11 but in an appendix to the book mistakenly referred
to him as ‘Captain Sandover’, perhaps mixing him up with another Australian officer, Major
Sandover.12 Somehow the error has been propagated, and there are now numerous history
books that refer to a non-existent intelligence officer on Crete, ‘Captain Sandover’.The



cryptanalysts at Bletchley Park had been decrypting messages about a planned German
invasion of Crete since 6 May. These messages were summarised into reports, relayed to Cairo,
then sent in encrypted form to Crete. On 13 May, Freyberg received an Ultra message that
provided him with a comprehensive description of the German invasion plans. Here is the first
part of the message:The following summarises intentions against Crete from operations orders
issued.Para 1. The island of Crete will be captured by the 11th Air Corps and the 7th Air Division
and the operation will be under the control of the 11th Air Corps.Para 2. All preparations,
including the assembly of transport aircraft, fighter aircraft, and dive bomber aircraft, as well as
of troops to be carried by both by air and sea transport, will be completed on 17th May.Para 3.
Transport of seaborne troops will be in coordination with admiral south-east, who will ensure the
protection of German and Italian transport vessels by Italian light naval forces. These troops will
come under the orders of the 11th Air Corps immediately on landing at Crete.Para 4. A sharp
attack by bomber and heavy fighter units to deal with the Allied air forces on the ground as well
as with their anti-aircraft defences and military camps will precede the operation.13It continued
from there, describing plans for fuel supplies, and an instruction not to plant mines in Souda Bay.
This was a wealth of information, describing both air and sea components of the imminent
invasion, but Freyberg misunderstood it. He thought that the primary invasion force would arrive
by sea, and planned his defences accordingly.Freyberg was wrong. The paratrooper attack was
not a prelude to the main invasion; it was going to be conducted by paratroopers, and the naval
landing was secondary.Freyberg’s forces on Crete had little hope of defending themselves
against the German paratrooper onslaught, even with the assistance of insights from Ultra.
When the attack came, it was overwhelming.Four Special Wireless Section worked through the
days and nights tracking the ever-increasing volume of German radio messages, even as
German planes flew overhead, as bombs dropped, and as German fighters strafed the hillsides
around them.They tracked the movements of the German navy fleet that they had identified, and
reported those movements on a regular basis. There were 15 ships. When the fleet finally arrived
in the waters to the north of the island, the soldiers of the wireless unit watched from their water
tank on the hill as British planes bombed the German ships. It was one of the few times that
sigint operatives saw first-hand the final outcome of their work.On 20 May, in the midst of a
ferocious air attack, ten German gliders landed, or crashed, onto the terrain nearby. Lieutenant
Hill formed a small group to investigate the crash and find out if there were any survivors. A
second group of four men from the wireless unit went in a different direction, looking for German
paratroopers. Hill’s posse found the wreck but no survivors, and returned to the base. The
second group discovered the bodies of several German soldiers, but when they moved forward
to investigate more closely, German soldiers hiding nearby fired on them with automatic
weapons.Three of the group — Jim Wood, Bob Leopold, and Frank Kelton — took cover near
each other. The only one hit by the initial burst of gunfire was Jim Wood, who was shot in the
thigh. The fourth man, Billy Wells, dived for safety in a different direction, but, realising that he
had been separated from his mates, stood up to make a run for it and join them. There was



another burst of gunfire, and Billy Wells was killed.The other three were now hidden, and thus
were no longer an easy target, so the German soldiers fired mortar shells at them. Bob Leopold
was hit in the back as he lay in hiding. Kelton and Wood were able to wriggle to safety and make
their way back to the section, but Leopold still lay there, alone and wounded.The Germans found
Leopold and took him prisoner. A German officer spoke to him in impeccable English, and
offered him Australian chocolate. The officer explained that they had found stores of this
chocolate when they invaded Greece, left behind by the Australian troops. It became apparent
that the two German soldiers who had captured him had recently parachuted in, and since most
of the other paratroopers in the same drop were dead, they were on their own. The Germans did
not tell him they were releasing him, but that’s effectively what they did: they left him alone,
giving him ample opportunity to escape. He did so, and made his way back to the section. Ryan
sent him to the military hospital in Chanea.The air attacks continued. Many German
paratroopers were killed as they dropped to the ground or soon after, or died when their gliders
crashed into the rocky hills of Crete. But enough survived to re-group and take control of
strategic points.The airfield of Maleme, just to the west of Chanea, was one of the first Allied
bases to fall. Freyberg’s Ultra message of 20 May warned him that Maleme was a target of the
Germans, but he did not want to defend it too heavily for fear that the Germans might twig that
their messages had been intercepted and decrypted. This was a strategic error.An airfield was a
natural and obvious site to defend even without enemy intercepts informing the commander that
it was a specific target. Freyberg was correct in his belief that protecting the Ultra secret was
vital, but defending Maleme more heavily would not have given the secret away.The same day
as the landing took place near the wireless section, German paratroopers landed in large
numbers near Chanea and nearby Maleme airfield. They suffered heavy casualties from the
Australian, New Zealand, and Greek troops defending Crete — of 600 paratroopers who
managed to form one battalion on the ground, 400 were killed within 24 hours of their landing.
The local Cretan population had also taken up arms, and resisted the attackers with whatever
they had. One elderly Cretan found a German paratrooper tangled in parachute ropes and beat
him to death with a walking stick.But, overnight, the New Zealand battalion defending the airfield
withdrew by mistake to the west. The Germans cut their communication lines, leading their
commanding officer, based to the east, to wrongly believe that the battalion had been destroyed.
This mistake and a series of other errors, made due to poor communications and
misjudgements, allowed the Germans to quickly move in and capture the airfield.14 Its seizure
was the turning point. With the airfields in their control, the Germans were able to move in more
planes and reinforcements. Chanea came under further aerial bombardment, and more ground
was lost to the Germans. With the Allied forces in disarray, Freyberg issued the order to
evacuate.Ryan gave the section an order to move out immediately, but informed them that there
were no vehicles available to transport them. They would have to walk the 40 miles of
mountainous terrain to Sphakia on the south coast of Crete.It was this long march across the
Crete interior that taught Mic Sandford a lesson in the value of military regimentation. Lieutenant



Hill discovered that Sandford did not possess a standard-issue army water flask. All he had was
a pretty little silver flask that he had purchased himself. It carried about a quarter the amount of a
regulation flask, and Sandford quickly ran out of water. The section would, from time to time, refill
their flasks at rivers and other drinking sources, but even if Sandford filled his to the brim, it never
lasted long. Hill and Lieutenant Henry, taking pity and not wanting him to die of thirst, shared
their water bottles with Sandford for the entirety of the trek.15Southern Crete was still in Allied
hands, but the German air force dominated the skies, strafing and bombing the evacuating
troops wherever they spotted them, and causing the retreating wireless section to frequently
hide.On arrival at the evacuation point, too, they had to remain hidden. With German planes
patrolling during daylight hours, transport ships could not approach by day, and would only come
close to shore between midnight and 3.00 a.m. Only during this three-hour window could anyone
leave Crete.They boarded a transport on the beach that ferried them across the black night sea
to a waiting transport ship. From there, they sailed south, again to Cairo, but this time it was for
real. In Egypt, the sick and wounded were hospitalised, and the dead and missing members of
the unit were replaced with newcomers. After their short respite, the section was sent back into
the field, this time to Palestine, as a new battlefront was opening in nearby Syria.With Crete
firmly in their control, the Germans rounded up the remaining ANZAC and British troops, taking
them prisoner. A special security group, the Sonderkommando von Kuhnsberg, ransacked the
now-abandoned Allied quarters and places of operation for anything that might reveal useful
intelligence.16 When they searched Freyberg’s ‘Creforce HQ’, they found a sheet of paper with a
handwritten message dated 24 May, which gave precise information about the location of
German troops the previous day, as well as an accurate and precise description of General
Julius Ringel’s plan of attack.Here is the message the German agents found:Personal for
General Freyberg. According to most reliable source, by Midday May 23 German troops had
reached coast near AG, Marinas, and cut off British units east of Malemes. Units of coastal
group then to attack Suda Bay. It was proposed a … more companies …17They sent the scrap
of paper back to Berlin, where it was studied.In fact, the note was the first page of a several-
pages-long Ultra message. Not only did the message use the key phrase ‘a most reliable
source’, but it described enemy positions and even enemy plans. The information had been
obtained from Enigma decrypts; more importantly, it could only have come from Enigma
decrypts. As a result, the German agents had in their hands clear evidence that the Allies were
reading Enigma messages; but when intelligence officials studied the note in Berlin, they
overlooked its significance.Despite Freyberg’s poor defence of Maleme to protect the Ultra
secret, the German army suspected that he had advance knowledge of their invasion plans. An
enquiry concluded that Freyberg’s intelligence came from spies in Greece. Luckily for the Allies,
they did not suspect that Enigma had been compromised.7Mrs Mac and her girls in
greenFlorence Violet McKenzie stood at the front of the woolshed at 10 Clarence Street on a
mild Sydney summer day, waiting for the visitor.1 She was wearing the crisp, green uniform of
the Women’s Emergency Signalling Corps, a uniform that she had designed. The pillars of



Sydney Harbour Bridge loomed over nearby Observatory Hill and the run-down alleyways of The
Rocks.Commander Jack Newman of the Royal Australian Navy arrived. Aged about 41, he was
about ten years younger than her. She introduced herself, and as she smiled her eyes crinkled
into a maze behind her thick glasses.She hoped that Jack Newman’s visit would finally open the
minds of the military establishment to the opportunity she was giving them: a fully trained corps
of female signals experts. The air force and army had already knocked her back, and various
government ministers had sent polite refusals in response to her letters. But if Jack Newman
was in town to visit her, that suggested the navy, at least, might be prepared to take her
seriously.With the armed forces stretched to the limit, there were severe shortages in specialised
skills, particularly signals. In late 1940, the navy had placed an advertisement calling for anyone
proficient in Morse and other areas of signals expertise to apply to the navy. They had received a
reply in the mail from Florence Violet McKenzie on 27 December, who informed them that she
had established an organisation called the Women’s Emergency Signalling Corps, and had
trained 1,200 women in Morse.2 She was pleased to have the opportunity to offer the services
of these women to the navy.3The Naval Board was interested but, but given the political
sensitivities of employing women, was cautious, so it sent the director of naval communications,
Jack Bolton Newman, to investigate further. Newman was acutely aware of the shortage of
skilled signals experts in the Royal Australian Navy.With her characteristic bright smile,
McKenzie led Newman into the woolshed and upstairs to her signals school for women.Even as
a girl, Florence Violet Wallace was interested in electricity. She recalled her childhood, saying, ‘I
used to play about with bells and buzzers and things around the house. My mother would
sometimes say, “Oh, come and help me find something, it’s so dark in this cupboard” — she
didn’t have very good eyesight … So I’d get a battery and I’d hook a switch, and when she
opened that cupboard door a light would come on… I started sort of playing with those
things.’4Born in 1890, Florence decided early in life that she wanted to be an electrical engineer,
despite it being an exclusively male occupation, ‘I practised at home,’ she recalled in an
interview late in life, ‘and learned from books. You can learn anything from books.’After two years
of science at Sydney University, she applied for entry to the Sydney Technical College’s
engineering department. A condition of enrolment was having a relevant apprenticeship, but
because she was a woman no business would give her one. She took the problem to the head of
the department, who reaffirmed the policy.‘You can’t come here and do engineering unless
you’re working at it. You’ve got to be working at it,’ the head told her.She asked, ‘Well, now,
supposing I had an electrical-engineering business and I was working at it. Would that be all
right?’The head reluctantly agreed. ‘Yes, if you produce proof.’5So Florence Wallace opened an
electrical store in the Sydney Royal Arcade, and took her first contracted work, wiring a house in
Marrickville. With newly printed business cards and a contract for work, she enrolled in the
course, and upon graduation became Australia’s first female electrical engineer.For people in
the emerging subculture of do-it-yourself electrical gadgetry, Florence Wallace’s shop was
known as the go-to place. The most exciting new technology in the electrical world was radio,



and Florence Wallace was at the leading edge of it. In 1922, she became the first woman to gain
an amateur radio licence. The same year, she co-founded the magazine Wireless Weekly with
William John MacLardy, the founder of radio station 2SB. Wireless Weekly was an instant and
enduring success, years later becoming Electronics Australia. Florence Wallace was also a radio
presenter at 2SB (which would later become 2GB), including a weekly show about tropical
fish.Another electrical engineer, Cecil McKenzie, ordered through her shop an expensive radio
valve from America, but when he took the valve home, it rolled off the table and smashed. When
Cecil returned to the shop and told her what had happened to his valve, he looked so miserable
that she burst into tears in sympathy. Cecil’s broken radio valve and Florence’s tears over it
ignited a romance. A year later, they were married. She became Florence Violet
McKenzie.Electrical appliances were revolutionising Australian homes and freeing women from
a lot of the drudgery of housework, but Mrs Mac was dismayed by the reluctance of many
Australian women to embrace these new technologies.
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Malcolm Cameron, “Wonderful work; wonderful book.. The Secret Code-Breakers of Central
BureauHow Australia’s signals-intelligence network helped win the Pacific WarDavid DuftyAn
intriguing, detailed, often humorous book on breaking the Japanese codes by the Australians
and allies across World War 2. Plus be prepared to gain expertise in the art of code breaking;
admire the type of people recruited; read a fascinating story of the Pacific War from this secret
vantage; see how the role of the code breaker expanded from 1929 ‘Gentlemen do not read
each others’ mail’ (Henry L Stimson, US secretary of war) to its use by General Douglas
MacArthur in the Japanese defeat.First the undercover name: “Central Bureau was perfect,
because it gave nothing away at all. It was, quite literally, the most boring name they could think
of”.And code breaking expertise: “Any pattern in a code or cypher system is enough to weaken
it” is just one of 24 items noted to gain a foothold into a code ... “embedding a secret message
inside a public message [e.g. a weather report] – is called an ‘open code’” is another matter.Prof.
Thomas Gerard Room, head of the mathematics department at the University of Sydney was
recruited into code breaking in early 1941 and remained after demobilisation in 1945. His
success, and his efforts to introduce IBM code breaking machines to Sydney University after the
war, are recorded. As are two humorous anecdotes. (1) In 1940, the army censor noticed a
curious pattern of dots on letters and newspaper clippings from a British officer in China to the
wife of a senior air force officer in Melbourne. Room was able to break this ‘Dot Code’ which was
a love affair not espionage. Room recommended the censor allow the mail through but add a
Dot Code message on the outside envelope “Careful! – The Censor”. (2) In 1943, Room solved
code JN-16 also used by the Japanese to send weather reports. As weather reports required
expensive reconnaissance planes or weather balloons the Allied air force utilised the Japanese
reports as well.What of Japanese code-breakers? Unfortunately there is no spy v’s spy drama.
Apparently “every nation’s tactical code systems had already been broken by their enemies” but
frequent change of codebook and decryption delay were often enough. “Allied cryptographers
believed that TypeX was probably secure, but they could not be sure. After all the Allies had
cracked the Axis’s high-level cypher machines, Enigma and Purple, so precautions needed to
be taken, just in case”. Could not be sure? Just in case? “...although they knew some code-
breaking [was] going on in Japan during the war, [on occupation of Japan] they could find
absolutely no trace of any such organisation”. “Whatever story there was to tell about code-
breaking from the Japanese side of the war, it was erased”. Do we know we had a significant
edge? [We do know the Japanese were good at Strine – the Japanese call sign for Sydney was
SHI DO NI.]What of the people in this story? This is a story of enthusiasm – a 16 year old
inflated his age and an over-60 year old deflated his age to be recruited into the Four Special
Wireless Section. Females used initiative to join the ranks. In reality, it was work that “would drive
you nuts”. And, most sadly, the work has not been recognised, particularly due to its secret
nature. One can only hope that David Dufty’s wonderful book ‘The Secret Code-Breakers of



Central Bureau’ can rectify this situation.Malcolm Cameron10 July 2017”

grahame webber, “Intriguing read.. A fascinating insight on what went on behind the battle lines.”

LH, “Four Stars. Very interesting true story”

Dion Perry, “An excellent book I highly recommend it. This book is an awesome read. I’d
recommend it even to those who wouldn’t normally read non-fiction. At first, I feared that it would
be rather dry, but it is told in such a way that it is enthralling. This part of Australia’s history
should be taught in schools. I was fascinated, in fact, shocked, at the scale of the role Australian
code breakers played in WWII. I had no idea how close Australia came to having a war on the
continent. And no idea that female codebreakers played such a role. Their treatment was sexist
and appalling and they deserve far more recognition than they have received. In fact, I’d like to
see a movie made about them. I was not, however, shock at the first-class political bullshit that
went on. It is disgraceful that those operatives were denied medals when they were identified as
deserving them due to politics. Those involved should hang their heads in shame. I very good
book.”

T. Telenko, “New WW2 Codebreaking Ground Covered. There are few resources on General
MacArthur 's Central Bureau, let alone from the Australian perspective.David Duffy fills this niche
wellHe has several wonderful moments in the narrative dealing with the Australian women as
Morse code operators including one between the Australian military chiefs and the Prime
Minister calling them out on their sexism over theirs antics in trying to avoid using them.The
Australian role in the breaking the coded message leading to the shoot down of Adm. Yamamoto
is also detailed including the fact the Central Bureau provided a complete decoded version of
the message in a lessor air to ground code message that was used to by U.S. Navy code
breakers to crack the version in the stronger JN-25 Japanese Naval code.All in all it rates a
strong five stars.”

M. M, “Fills in a big gap.. This part of WW2 codebreaking is not widely known. So many things
destroyed after.only a few left to fill in the gaps.the book describes more of the organization and
than codebreaking , but a great story.”

Stu, “Yet Another Mystery Unraveled.. This is the sort of book that fills in some gaps between
WW2 timelines and passed-on family stories , between the official war-weary pumped out
publicity story and the real facts. Proud to be Australian and read what really happened in Code
breaking. Partly annoyed that these people have not been properly recognized because of the
secrecy. I believe my mother-in-law was one of these fine un-named WAAFS that served
alongside the Code breakers. But I'll never really know, they taught them how to keep secrets
back then. I remain amazed at the brilliance of these men and women. Get the book, theres a



whole new set of WW2 history to learn.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “They worked in the shadows. A really great book about sigint in WW2.
Amazing stuff to read about and the Australian connection and contribution. The lack of official
recognition after the war by the Australian Government was just appalling. One didn't need to be
flying, or in the Navy or be a ground pounder to make a significant contribution”

David Wallace, “In readable story of Australians involved in the codes and signals of World War
Two.. To read about the behind the scene involvement of Australians in the wireless code
breaking and monitoring of enemy signals in times of the conflict of the Second World War. It is
truely incredible how they were not better recognised during and after the conflict and the
stupidity of not continuing with the American IBM machines afterwards. There efforts saved
many lives and definitely shortened the war in the Pacific.”

The book by Denis Barnham has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 25 people have provided feedback.
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